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4.3 electrically charged 
LLPs in the Cosmos

Phys Rept 582, 1 (2015), arXiv:1410.1374 

• Magnetic monopoles (seen in chapters 4.1 and 4.2)

– Impacting the Earth: MACRO, SLIM, mica

– Impacting the Earth at relativistic velocity: ICECUBE etc.

– In rocks, meteorites etc.: induction technique

• Electrically charged particles (this chapter, 4.3)

– In matter: mass spectrometry, atomic spectroscopy etc.

– In space: AMS

– Impacting the Earth: MACRO

• Weakly-interacting massive particles (next chapter, 4.4)

– Undergound: XENON, LUX, CDMS, DAMA, DAMIC etc. 

• Compact objects / strange quark matter (final chapter, 4.5)

– Impacting the Earth: MACRO, SLIM, mica, earthquakes

– In the Solar system: anomalies in space bodies

– In the galaxy: gravitational lensing
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New long-lived particles in matter
• Let's postulate new massive long-lived particle X. 

– Produced in cosmic-ray interactions or relic from Big Bang

– Can be charged (X+, X++, X-, X--, fractional charge etc)         
  or neutral (X0).

– X+ would form heavy hydrogen, X++ heavy helium etc  

– X-, X-- would bind with nuclei

– X0 could also bind with nuclei if strongly interacting – the 
X-nucleus bound system is then electrically charged

• Generic signature: search for anomalously heavy nuclei
– Mass spectrometry

– Rutherford back-scattering

– Atomic spectroscopy

• Special case: search for fractional charge
– Millikan drops

– Levitometer
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Mass spectrometer

• Different masses separated by bending magnet 

• Time-of-flight can also be used to suppress backgrounds

• Enrichment process enhances sensitivity by a large factor

– Eg start with 108 l heavy water (D2O) and obtain a 10-5 l 
sample after multi-step electrolysis → enrichment factor 
~1012 ! (LLP survival probability here assumed ~10%)

• Search limits X/D  10∼ -28 for X+ mass up to 1000 GeV 
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Rutherford back-scattering

• Back scattering occurs if an object 
inpinges on a stationary heavier 
object

• Use U and Pu beams on samples, 
eg meteorites

• Beam energy ~1.4 MeV per 
nucleon, lower than Coulomb 
barrier to ensure elastic 
collisions

• Search limit X/nucleon of order 10-15 for X masses up to 
107 GeV
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Atomic spectroscopy

• Atomic excitation spectrum of heavy isotope similar 
structure than lighter isotopes but at shifted frequency

• Search in He from atmosphere
– Atmospheric light helium continuously escapes to 

stratosphere, while heavy helium would remain → 
natural enrichment factor

– 3He transition used as a template for signal shape

– Scan various frequencies and look for signal amplitude

• Search limit X/nucleon 
of order 10-15 for X++ 
masses up to 104 
GeV
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Quiz

Which scenarios can feature a new heavy LLP (X) bound to 
matter? (several answers allowed) 

A)Split Supersymmetry

B)Right-handed neutrinos

C)Strange quark matter

D)Magnetic monopoles
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Quiz (answer)

Which scenarios can feature a new heavy LLP (X) bound to 
matter? (several answers allowed) 

A)Split Supersymmetry

B)Right-handed neutrinos

C)Strange quark matter

D)Magnetic monopoles

The Split-SUSY gluino, for instance, would form a R-hadron 
which can bind to a nucleus or form a heavy atom.

Right-handed neutrinos would not interact with matter.

Strangelets (stable aggregates of u, d and s quarks) would  
be positively charged and form anomalous nuclei. 

Magnetic monopoles can bind to nuclei. Generic searches for 
heavy nuclei are sensitive to monopoles, but dedicated 
searches (induction technique) are more sensitive.
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Fractional charges: Millikan drops
review in Int. J. Mod. Phys. A 16, 2137 (2001)

• Method goes back to Millikan's measurements of the electron 
charge (1909) 

• Modern setup: liquid drops (eg mercury or silicon oil) with 
diameter ~5-30 μm fall though air in the presence of an 
oscillating electric field 

– Drop charge determined by measuring terminal velocities 
when field goes up/down → multiple of e 

• Search limit X/nucleon less than 5·10-22 for fractional electric 
charge down to 0.16e 
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Fractional charges: levitometer
review in Int. J. Mod. Phys. A 16, 2137 (2001)

• Object magnetically suspended in 
vacuum using either ferromagnetism 
or superconductivity

– Niobium, iron, meteorite...

– Often, but not necessarily, a 
sphere 

– Object mass 0.03-0.1 mg 

– Electric field used to drive the 
object into forced oscillation → 
charge is measured from the 
amplitude of the oscillation

• Limits comparable to those obtained with 
Millikan drop method
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Anomalous charged particles from space

• Use space-borne spectrometer to measure 
particle rigidity

– Identify anomalous mass and/or charge in 
cosmic rays

– eg strangelets and fractionally charged 
particles

• The Bess balloon-borne experiment searched 
for fractionally charged particles in cosmic 
rays and set a limit of 4.5·10−7 cm−2 sr−1 s−1 
for charge 2/3e

• AMS onboard the International Space Station 
has the potential to largely surpass the 
sensitivities of previous experiments  
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MACRO and electric charges

• State-of-the-art experiment 
to search for penetrating 
massive charged cosmic 
particles

• Scintillator slow-monopole 
analysis of MACRO 
based on time-of-flight 
set an upper flux limit of 
F < 2.5·10−16 cm−2 sr−1 s−1 
for 10−4 < β < 4·10−3  for 
electric charge e or 
above 

• MACRO also explicitly set a limit of 6·10−16 cm−2 sr−1 s−1 for 
fractionally charged particles with 0.2e < |q| < 0.7e and 
0.25 < β < 1
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New charged particles in the cosmos : 
summary

• Massive long-lived charged particles (monopoles, strangelets, 
free fractionally charged particles, X, etc.) could have been 
produced in cosmic high-energy interactions and be 
trapped in matter or still be roaming the galaxy

– Can probe masses much beyond collider reach

• Many search techniques have been employed, constraining 
densities and fluxes on Earth and in space to many orders 
of magnitude below those of known particles

• Next chapter: underground WIMP searches
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